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which means that the distribution is disregarding
any out of plane stresses.

Figure 10. Stress distribution in G1 at the middle of 
the mid span from the results in M1-M5.

6 Conclusions
Some concluding remarks about the results from
the comparison analysis are listed below. Some 
conclusions regarding strengthening principals of 
this bridge and strengthening in general for other
composite bridges are also listed.

• There are many steel-concrete bridges
which could gain from being strengthened
from an economical point of view.

• The composite action in the transversal
direction must be included. The horisontal
stiffness in the transversal direction for the
interface between the steel flange and the
concrete deck are essential for the
analysis. Without this stiffness the real
behaviour of the bridge would not be
captured.

• Achieve composite action in the mid span
only can give enough increase of the

bending resistance for the mid sections of
the bridge, with respect to stresses in the
top flange.

• The stress in the bottom flange will not
decrease so much from achieved
composite action of the cross section.

• All bridges are not designed to resist
torsional moments. The wind bracings can
make significant difference for a bridge like
the Østre Trøsken bridge. The behaviour of
this kind of bridge will nowadays be
captured by any FE-modelling.

• The suitable strengthening methods differs
a lot between bridges of this type and the
strengthening at different sections for the
same bridge. The strengthening technique 
for the support areas is not necessary the
most beneficial method for the mid
sections.
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Abstract 
Railway bridges represent crucial points within railways, because of its strategy meanings in 
transportation infrastructure. During the decades of exploitation, degradation processes and 
external influences attack the bridge structures. Typical 70-years old riveted railway bridge with 
main plate girders and the upper member deck is analysed in the paper. Load-carrying capacity, 
possible reserves and analysis of critical details are presented. Provisions of the new guideline for 
determination of load-carrying capacities of railway bridges were applied. Data needed for 
numerical analysis and subsequent calculation were supported by enhanced diagnostics and 
measurements. Actual behaviour of the whole structure and chosen members, respectively, were 
verified by the static and the dynamic load tests. Both the researches academics from the university 
and the R&D institute staff of the state railway administrator were involved in this pilot project.  

Keywords: Bridge evaluation; existing bridge; railway bridge; experimental measurement; load-
carrying capacity. 

1 Introduction 
Within transportation infrastructure represent 
bridges crucial points not only because of its 
strategy meaning, but because of their importance 
in terms of maintenance and repairs. There are 
approximately 2300 bridges in service within state 
railway lines in Slovakia. Most of them were built in 
the first half of last century, lot of them even before 
WWII. Their durability and reliability is decreasing 
in time, while traffic load remains almost the same 
or even higher than in the past. Thus hundreds of 
them are above or almost at their planned lifetime, 
moreover some of them are not in good conditions. 

The process of planned modernizations of railway 
lines is protracted and the financial resources 
allocated for reconstructions are also limited. Thus, 
some bridges have to be urgently subjected to 
detailed analysis and evaluation whether there is a 
possibility to continue their operation, or whether 
their exploitation can be prolonged by partial 
repairs of the elements/parts of the bridge. The 
mutual combination of experimental and 
numerical analyses based on data obtained by 
deepen diagnostic research seems to be the right 
tool for correct evaluation of the condition of 
existing bridge structures, [1,2]. 
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